
Potato Farm Benefits from New 
Informative Technology

When you think of your favorite potato 
chips, you should think of Thaemert Farms 
in Washington State. They’ve been farming 
since 1961.Today they are almost exclusively 
chipping potato farmers, and they take their 
spuds seriously.

The majority of their land is under pivots, but 
the land they actually farm changes every 
year. They own about 3,000 acres and rent an 
additional 1,500 acres. The Thaemerts also 
swap land with their neighbors.

“We own 21 Valley pivots with corners on 
most of them,” explains Jason Thaemert, the 
third-generation grower on the farm. “We use 
different pivots on other people’s land, too, 
because spuds can only grow well in the same 
field every four years.”

Because they trade land, the Thaemerts use both BaseStation3™ (on some of  
their neighbors’ pivots) and AgSense® (on their own pivots) for optimum control  
and management. 

This year, their LAD Irrigation dealer, Greg Snook, approached Jason Thaemert to see if 
they’d be interested in testing Valley Insights™, the newest Valley® Irrigation technology.

“Greg said we could pick a couple of fields to try it on, but then decided to utilize the 
service and capture imagery on the entire farm, which began in May,” says Thaemert.

Valley Insights uses imagery to identify areas of over- or under-irrigation, or plant stress 
or pests and disease to determine crop health concerns. It does this by feeding the 
imagery into algorithms with artificial intelligence technology to detect anomalies, and 
then notifies the grower about what’s happening so they can take proper action.

The Thaemerts used aerial imagery before, but received only photos. “No one looked 
for issues before,” Thaemert says. “No one looked at the imagery other than us. Valley 
Insights did save us time because we could see just where we had issues.”

valleyirrigation.com/valley-insights

LOCATION: 
Thaemert Farms LLC 
Quincy, Washington

PROFILE: 
• Owns 3,000 acres, rents 

additional 1,500 acres
• Family farm
• Grows potatoes, with 

some wheat and corn
• Swaps land with neighbors 

to effectively rotate 
potatoes

EQUIPMENT: 
• 21 Valley® pivots and  

one other brand
• AgSense® and 

BaseStation3™  
remote telemetry

• Valley Insights™

VISUAL DETECTION: 
• Partially plugged 

sprinklers, resulting in 
under-watering

• Nozzle had fallen out   
and over-watered

• Fertigation issues on a 
pivot with a corner

ACTIONS TAKEN: 
• Repaired plugged and 

broken sprinklers
• Used variable rate 

fertigation on pivot  
with corner

Valley Insights™

powered by

TURNING DATA   INTO ACTION

“INSIGHTS CAUGHT SOME 

PROBLEMS BEFORE WE DID.” 

Jason Thaemert



Finding Issues, Solving Problems
Thaemert says Valley Insights alerted him to quite 
a few issues in the field. There were soil issues 
that couldn’t be helped; however, they could solve 
other fairly simple problems once they knew they 
were there.

“Insights caught some problems before we did,” 
says Thaemert. “We had some nozzles that  
were partially plugged. We got those fixed  
before there was any sign of stress in the crop.  
In another instance, a nozzle fell out and over-
watered an area.” 

They also discovered some fertigation issues  
with a corner machine. When the pivot alone  
was fertigating, everything looked good, but  
when the corner turned on, the fertilizer rate 
dropped in the entire pivot.

“The vegetation was visibly less green,” he says.

The Thaemerts owned some variable rate 
fertigation boxes, so Jason pulled one out of  
his shed and used it.

“That fixed the problem right away. I probably 
should have had it on there in the first place,” he 
laughs, “but Valley Insights let me know about it, 
and we fixed the problem right away.

“Valley Insights definitely helped,” says Thaemert. 
“it’s a service I would highly recommend.”
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